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Prologue



Speak, you also, 
speak as the last, 
have your say, 
!

Speak- 
But keep yes and no unsplit, 
And give your say this meaning: 
give it the shade

“Speak, You Also”

- Paul Celan









Act I: The Book













THE EIIE WIFtSEL FOUNDATION FOR HUMANITY
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June 15, 2012

Mr. Sirno’s Students
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
252 Biooi Street West
toronto, Ontario M5S I V6
CANADA

Dear Niomi, Kevin, Antonio. Mary, Julia, Krista and Josh,

[‘hank you for your kind letter. I always enjoy hearing from young people,
and your etter was no exception.

I am moved to learn of the effect that my memoir. Night, had on you. As a
writer, nothing is more important. [t is obvious that you are all very serlsitive
to the darkness of which I wrote.

You ask many important questions, in answer: Even in the camps I never lost
my faith in God. However. I protested against God’s silence. Yes, 1 still
believe in God, but my faith is a wounded faith. The reason I was able to
survive was because of my father’s love and sacrifice for me. I have a son
arid we are very close. I believe indifference is a sin. Those who stood icily
by are ais:j responsible for what happened. 1 don’t believe in collective guilt.
Only the guilty are guilty — the child of a Nazi is not a Nazi but a child.

Knowing that you and your classmates will never forget the tragedies of the
past tills inc with hope. You can use your knowledge and understanding to
educate those who are unaware, You and your classmates can make a
diftrence in creating a new kind of century.

Keep learning and reading, more and more.

With best, best wishes to all of you

,< ‘-p
Elie WLeI

WWW.ELIEWTESF1.FOUNDATI()N ()R(







Act II: Call for Action















Act III: Creating Art

































Act IV: Reaching the Public















Epilogue





















“I only know that without this  
testimony, my life as a writer—  
or my life, period—would not  
have become what it is: 
that of  a witness who believes 
he has a moral obligation to 
prevent the enemy from enjoying  
one last victory by allowing  
his crimes to be erased from 
human memory.”

— Elie Wiesel









The End/The Beginning




